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Abstract 
This thesis investigates the random and iterative regression methods of pre-
dicting factor scores with continuous and polytomous variables in the context 
of confirmatory factor analysis model. Monte-Carlo studies are conducted to 
compare the accuracy, the normality behaviors and the patterns of predicted fac-
tor scores. The effects of different sample sizes, various numbers of polytomous 
variables in, the model, and symmetric and asymmetric types of thresholds are 
considered. Various measures, such as the means, the root mean squares, p-values 
of the goodness-of-fit statistics, etc are examined. For both types of combina-
tion: continuous plus polytomous data, and polytomous data alone, the results 
indicate that the random method is the better method for analyzing these types 
of data. It gives small root mean square errors and the factor score estimates 
produced have roughly a normal distribution that can be used for further statis-
tical inference. Different combinations for the patterns of these scores are found 
to be consistent with those standard factor scores which are produced by original 
continuous data. On the other hand ? the iterative regression method gives rather 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
Structural equation modeling (Bentler, 1980; Joreskog, 1978) with continuous 
latent and observed variables may be considered as a statistical technique and has 
been widely used to analyze multivariate data in various applications, particularly 
in behavioral and social sciences. Many statistical techniques such as regression 
analysis, simultaneous equation system and confirmatory factor analysis are all 
special cases of structural equation modeling. Nowadays, these standard tech-
niques have been implemented into computer programs and two most commonly 
used packages in structural equation models analysis are LISREL 7 (Joreskog and 
Sorbom, 1989) and EQS (Bentler, 1989). 
Traditionally, we assumed our data are observable and continuous. However, 
in many practical applications, the assumption of continuous observed variables 
is always violated due to the limits of measuring tools. For instance, researchers 
often come across situations where only dichotomous or polytomous observations 
are obtained for continuous variables such as rating scales, at t i tude items and 
Likert items. A typical case is when an individual in a behavioral study is asked 
to answer a question on a five-point scale as follows. 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
Strongly Approve No Disapprove Strongly 
Approve Idea Disapprove 
As a matter of fact, many examples of this kind can be found in biometrics 
1 -
(Astiford and Sowden, 1970; Finney, 1971), econometrics (Nerlove and Press， 
1973; Schmidt and Strauss, 1975), and psychology (Lazarsfeld, 1959). When 
analyzing such type of variables, some researchers may assign integer value to 
each, category and process it as if the data had been measured on interval scale. 
Although certain statistical methods seem to be robust against such deviation 
from the distributional assumption, it may lead to erroneous conclusions in many 
1 
cases. For example, Olsson (1979a) showed that when the data of these types were 
skewed, the factor analysis applied to these data may lead to biased estimates of 
the factor loadings, and even may lead to incorrect conclusions on the numbers 
of factors. As a result, a lot of efforts have been devoted to s tudy polytomous 
variables and there is a need to find a procedure to analyze polytomous data . 
Studies of polytomous variables in the factor analysis model can be found in such 
literatures as Olsson (1979b), Olsson et al (1982), Bock and Liberman (1970) and 
ChristofFerson (1975). 
In practice, however, we also frequently come across situations where contin-
uous and polytomous variables are both involved. Let Z be an observed polyto-
mous variable which depends on an underlying latent continuous random variable 
y , and X be another observed continuous variable. The correlation between X 
and Y obtained from X and Z is called the polyserial correlation. Tate (1955a, 
1955b) studied the maximum likelihood estimate of the polyserial correlation un-
der the normality assumption and that Z is dichotomous. Hannan and Tate 
(1965) considered the situation with X being a random vector and derived the 
maximum likelihood estimates for the correlations and the thresholds as well. 
2 , 
Cox (1974) extended Tate's work by assuming Z being polytomous. Olsson, 
Draogon, and Dorans (1982) proposed a two-step approach to compute the max-
坊..-
imum likelihood estimate of a bivariate polyserial correlation. Poon and Lee 
(1987) considered the model with an observable continuous random vector X, 
a latent contmuous random vector Y , an observable random vector Z based on 
values of Y and the thresholds. Poon and Lee (1992), in addition, developed a 
statistical theory for analyzing continuous and polytomous variables in several 
populations. 
All the above cited works so far contributed in problems concerning the param-
eters of the model and their estimation. Having determined the dimensionality 
of the factor space and attempted an interpretation, it may be necessary to go 
on and construct scales of measurement for the factors. For example, if we have 
identified a factor designed "verbal ability" we may wish to obtain a score which 
purports to measure that ability. The estimated values of the common factors are 
known as factor scores. These quantities are often used for diagnostic purposes 
as well as inputs to a subsequent analysis. 
The main objective of this thesis is to employ Monte-Carlo studies to: 
(a) investigate the performance of the random method (Lee, Poon and Leung, 
1994) in predicting factor scores in the context of the confirmatory factor 
analysis model (Lawley and Maxwell, 1971); 
(b) compare the random method with an iterative regression method in pre-
dicting factor scores. 
3 ， 
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As a mat ter of fact, there are very few studies on predicting factor scores in these 
settings. 
Chapter 2 introduces the basic definition of factor analysis model with all 
continuous variables. A .computationally efficient regression formula in predict-
ing factor scores is given. Moreover, when the model involves some polytomous 
variables, the problem of predicting factor scores in the situation is investigated. 
In Chapter 3, the random and iterative r e g r e s s i o n methods are proposed to esti-
mate the polytomous variables entries and hence factor scores are predicted. The 
effects of sample sizes, different dimensions in polytomous data, the overall means 
and variances of factor scores with its associated normality tests, and pat tern of 
these scores are evaluated in Chapter 4. In addition, Chapter 4 compares the 
effectiveness of the two methods by employing the Monte-Carlo study to predict 
the factor scores with (i) continuous and polytomous variables; and (ii) polyto-
mous variables respectively in the context of confirmatory factor analysis model. 




Prediction Problem of Factor Scores 
2.1 The Basic Model 
Consider X = {X^.. .,XP)' to be a p by 1 random vector from the multi-
variate normal population 7V(0, E) with zero mean vector and 1； is a covariance 
matrix with some latent structure. In this thesis, we will study the covariance 
structure tHat is based on the confirmatory factor analysis model (Lawley and 
Maxwell, 1971). In this model, we have 
X = Af + e, (2.1.1) 
where A is a, p by k matrix of factor loadings, / is a vector of k latent factors 
from the multivariate normal population N(0, ¢ ) with zero mean vector and 金 is 
a 左 by 左 factor correlation matrix, £： is a vector of p unique measurement errors 
from the multivariate normal population ^ (0 , 1^ ) with zero mean vector and 少 
is a p by p diagonal matrix containing the specific variance, and f and e are 
independent. That Is, 
E{f) = 0， 
C o v ( f ) = 丑 ( / / ' ) = 少 ， 
E(e) = 0， 
Cov{e) 二 E(ee')=承, 
and 
C—e,f) = E ( e f ' ) = 0 
5 ’ 
As a result, the model in (2.1.1) implies a covariance structure of X, namely U, 
as follows: 
:: E{XX') 二 + 0 ( ^ 1 ^ + 6：)' 
: = A E ( f f ' ) A ' + AE(fe') + E(ef')A' + E(ss'). 
That is, 
” = A 少 A ' + 1^. (2.1.2) 
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2.2 Regression Formula in Predicting Factor Scores 
Let X = ( ^ 1 , . . . , x p ) ' be the vector of observations. Let f = ( J i , . . . , f k ) be 
‘..' 
the vector of k factor scores with k hy k factor correlation matr ix # and e the 
vector of p unique measurement, errors. Then, with the assumption in Section 
2.1, we have 
I . , E ( f f ' ) = ¢, 
E(xf')=丑[(A/+ £ ) / ] = 
E(xx) 二 + 
For r 二 1，•..，ib，we now seek a linear function of the observations t ha t will 
provide a good predictor of f r with 
A / 
f r = x 
A 
where a r is a p by 1 vector. We choose ar such tha t the variance of f r — f r is 
minimized and this variance is defined as: 
In order to minimize the above expression , we calculate its derivative with respect 
to the vector ar and set equal to zero. Hence factor scores can be produced by 
using the regression formula (Lawley and Maxwell, 1971): 
/ = ^ ( 1 + ^ ) -
1
^ ^ ½ (2.2.1) 
where T = A ^ ^ A and we assume that the true values of all parameters are 
known. However, in practice, A,龟 and 少 would usually have been est imated 
7 -
by some method and it is supposed that the sampling errors may be ignored m 
such cases. 
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2.3 The Model with Polytomous Variables 
Consider X and Y as a r by 1 and a s by 1 continuous random vectors 
respectively. The joint distribution of { X \ y ' ) ' is assumed to be multivariate 
normal with zero mean vector and covariance matrix E with some latent struc-
ture. We will s tudy the covariance structure that is based on the confirmatory 
factor analysis model (Lawley and Maxwell, 1971). In the model, we have 
/ \ 




where A is a, p by k matrix of factor loadings, / is a vector of h latent factors 
which has the multivariate normal population 斤(0，少),e is a vector of p unique 
measurement errors with distribution ^ (0 , 1^ ) , with diagonal matr ix 少，and f 
and e are independent. The model in (2.3.1) implies the covariance structure of 
{ X \ Y ' ) ' is given by: 
E = A ^ A ' + (2.3.2) 
where ^ is a A; by fc factor correlation matrix, ^ is a p by p diagonal matr ix 
containing the specific variance. Suppose tha t exact measurements of Y are not 
available and their information are given by an observable polytomous random 
vector Z where a th element of Z is: 
Za =左(a) if aa’fc(a) <Ya < «a,A:(a)+l5 (2.3.3) 
for a = 1 ” •.，s, k(a) = 1 , . , . ,m(a) . Here m(a) is the number of categories from 
which observations come for the a th variable, and aa’fc(a)，s are the a th variable's 
9 
threshold parameters with a a , i = - o o and a a , m ( a )+i = 00. As a result, we need 
to find some methods for handling the polytomous variables and they will be 
presented in the next chapter. 
10 
Chapter 3 
I Prediction Methods of Factor Scores 
3.1 Model with Continuous and Polytomous Variables 
Let 0 be a ^ by 1 vector which contains all free unknown parameters in A, 
and It is noticed tha t the estimates of structural parameter 0 in the model 
with, continuous and polytomous variables from (2.3.2) can be obtained from Lee 
and Poon (1991). We now move on to predict factor scores by using the regression 
method proposed by Lawley and Maxwell (1971). 
/ \ 
X 
‘ f = ^ ( i -j- r ^ A ' ^ - 1 
\ Y ) 
where T = and we assume tha t the true values of all parameters are 
known. However, in practice, A , 牵 and 少 would usually have been est imated 
by some method and it is supposed tha t the sampling errors can be ignored in 
such cases. Since both the estimated and true values of all parameters produce 
similar results in prediction of factor scores, it suffices to present the results using 
the estimated values of all parameters. As a result, we have 
( \ 
, X \ 
/ = ^ ( / + r ^ ) ~
l
A ^ (3.1.1) 
\ Y J 
where T 二 A 办―A and A,办 are the estimates of A^ respectively and f are 
the predicted factor scores. We cannot compute factor scores via (3.1.1) owing 
to the following reasons: 
11 、 
(i) The unavailability of the exact measurement of Y ; 
(ii) The elements of the observed polytomous random vector Z defined in (2.3.3) 
are discrete. 
The random method and the iterative regression method are proposed for han-
dling the polytomous variables. They are described as follows: 
(a) The Random Method 
Suppose there are m(a) categories for Za where a 二 1，...，《s. Tha t is, Za = 
1,2,. . . , k(a), .“，m(a) and the observation for can then be summarized into 
frequency counts. Let na，fc(a) denotes the number of observations with Za = 
k(a). From Poon and Lee (1987), estimates of thresholds ol for each Ya are 
available. There are actually na’fc⑷ observations of Za equal to k(a). In other 
words, there are na，fc(a) observations of Ya fall in the interval [aa，fc(a), aa，fc(a)+1). 
A A 
So, our objective is to reproduce na, f c(a) K , denoted by Ya,k{a),i-, •. •, ^a,k(a),naMa) 
which are in between a a ^ ( a ) and aa,fc(a)+i-
Let p* be the probability tha t Ya falls into the interval between aajk(a) and 
⑷+i where a = 1,2, ..,,5 and k(a) = 1 , . , . , m(a) . Tha t is, 
P* = $(aa,fc(a)+l) 一 
where $ is s tandard normal distribution function. 
Thus, 
L ⑷“二 犷 1 ( V ‘ ⑷ ） + ) ( 3 丄 2 ) 
where i = 1,2, •.. ,na，fc(a), a = l,2,...，<s and k(a) = 1 , 2 , . . . , m(a) . 
12 , 
Finally, we let Y =(么，…,Y s ) ' and randomly assign the Y a M a ) i i into the cor-
responding k(a) categories entries of the observed Za. Therefore, the observations 
in {X\Z')' are replaced by {X',Y )' and hence factor scores can be computed 
via (3.1.1). 
(b) The Iterative Regression Method 
It is noted that we can standardize the continuous variables and impose the 
identification condition dia,g(Eyy) = I for polytomous variables in Section 2.3. 
Thus, the random vector ( X \ y ' ) ' follows multivariate normal distribution with 




〈Ryx I y 
where Rxx, Ryx and I are respectively the correlation matrices of X and ( X , Y ) , 
and the identity matrix. 
As a mat ter of fact, it is found that the conditional distribution of Y given 
X is multivariate normal distributed. In other words, 
Y,\X = x 〜N、RyxR二x, I - R讽R二d 
and we can use RyxR~^x to estimate Y. Tha t is, 
Y = RyxR~lx. (3.1.4) 
The observed vector is given by (x , Zl7 Z2,..., Zs)' and the procedures for 
iterative regression method are described as follows: 
Step 1: Let j = 1 where j is the number of iterations being done, 
13 -
(1.1) Regress on x by using (3.1.4) to produce Y}j) and Zi is replaced by Y^ , 
hence the resulting vector becomes (x , Z^y ». , ZS)； 
(1.2) Regress on {x M
j )
) ' by using (3.1.4) to produce Yj
j )
 and is replaced by 
Y2 U), hence the resulting vector will be (x\ h Zs)'] 
( l .s) Regress on {x\ Y} j\ ...,, Y}^)' to reproduce and is replaced by Y；⑴， 
hence the resulting vector will be (x\ Y} J\ ..., • 
During the imputat ion for each, polytomous variables entries Ya, we need to check 
whether the imputed values fall into the appropriate interval at each of the steps 
(1.1), ( 1 . 2 ) , . . . , ( l . s ) . Three different cases are used to handle the imputed values 
and they are summarized as follows* 
OLa,Za K < OLayZa 
^ 二 j k y x i C x i f 、 而 < t < ( 3 . 1 . 5 ) 
A 
、 
Then we proceed to the next step. 
Step 2: Now setting j = j + 1，then 
(2.1) Regress on y 2
( j _ 1 )
, . . . , 炒 - 1 ) 丫 using (3.1.4) to produce Y ^ ; 
(2.2) Regress on ( x , Y^.Y^,…,！^一1))' to produce Y2 {j\ 
(2.s) Regress on ( x ' r Y i j \ Y 2 { j \ ..., Ys {i\)' to produce Ys( j). 
14 , 
Again, we need to follow the rules stated in (3.1.5) and check whether the imputed 
values fall into the appropriate interval at each of the steps (2.1), ( 2 . 2 ) , . . . , (2.s). 
We then come to the final step. 
Step 3: After getting {x …，Ys( j) 丫, we then examine the convergence 
for each observations by considering the mean square errors between iterations j 
and j — 1. Let 
: MSE = ^ ( ^ - ^ . )
2 
S a=l 
If the MSE is less than e which is small enough, say 10一6, then the iterative re-
gression procedure will be stopped and the observations in (X , Z )' are replaced 
by (X',Y )'• Hence factor scores can be computed via (3.1.1). 
On the contrary, if the MSE is not small enough, then the procedure repeats 
itself at Step 2. 
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3.2 Model with Polytomous Variables 
After obtaining the structural parameter estimates 0 from Lee, Poon and 
Bentler (1990) for the model with polytomous data alone f rom Section 2.3, we 
now move on to predict factor scores by using the regression method proposed 
by Lawley and Maxwell (1971). 
/ 二 ¢ ( 1 + 1 ^ ) - 1 A 旮一1 Y (3.2.1) 
/ 1 〜 〜 ~ 
where T 二 A 旮一 A and A^ are the estimates of A, ^ respectively and f are 
the predicted factor scores. We cannot compute factor scores via (3.2.1) owing 
to the following reasons: 
(i) The unavailability of the exact measurement of Y \ 
(ii) The elements of the observed polytomous random vector Z defined in (2.3.3) 
are discrete. 
The random method and the iterative regression method are proposed for han-
dling the polytomous variables. They are described as follows: 
(a) The Random Method 
The procedures are similar to the one given in Section 3.1. They are presented 
for the sake of completeness. Suppose there are m{a) categories for Za. Tha t is, 
Z a = 1 , 2 , . . . , k{a),., •, m(a) and the observation for Za can then summarized into 
frequency counts. Let n a , k( a) denotes the number of observation with Z a = k(a). 
From Lee, Poon and Bentler (1990), estimates of thresholds ol for each Ya are 
available. There are actually na’fc(a) observations of Za equal to k(a). In other 
16 . 
.'c'/ ' '' .... . . . . 
words, there are na^a) observations oiYa falling in the interval [«a，fc(a), aa，A;(a)+i). 
A A 
So, our objective is to reproduce na’fc⑷ Ya, denoted by K，fc(a),i，…，K，A;(a)，na,fc(a) 
which are in between &tt}jfe{«) and 
Let p* be the probability tha t Ya falls into the interval between aa,fc(a) and 
d a j A . ( a ) + 1 where a = 1 , 2 , . . . , 5 and k(a) 二 1，•, •, m(a). Tha t is, 
P* = — 
where $ is s tandard normal distribution function. 
Thus, 
幺 刷 尸 " ( 蛳 a ， M a ) ) + ) (3.2.2) 
where z = 1 , 2 , . . . , a == 1,2，" . , s and 1 ( a ) = 1 , 2 , . . . , m(a). 
Finally, we randomly assign the 么，fc(a)，i into the corresponding k(a) categories 
A 
entries of the observed Za, Therefore, the observations in Z are replaced by Y 
and hence factor scores can be computed via (3.2.1). 
(b) The Iterative Regression Method 
From Section 2.3, it can be observed that we impose the identification condi-
tion dia,g(I}yy) 二 i" for polytomous variables where J is identity matrix. 
Using similar results of (3.1.4), it is found that the conditional distribution of 
Y given Ya is multivariate normal distributed. In other words, 
V | y a = ya 〜 N [ R y y a R ^ y a , I — RyyaB^n:yy：) (3.2.3) 
and we can use RyyaRyyya to estimate Y where Y" = (¾，• • •, Ya_1: Ya-\-i, • •.，D 
for a = 1 , . . . , 5 if ya is available. 
17 
The observed vector is given by {ZlyZ2,：..，Zs)' and the procedures for iter-
ative regression method are described as follows: 
Step 1: Let j 二 1 where j is the number of iteration being done. Using the above 
mentioned random method for the particular case, 5 = 1, Y ^ can be obtained. 
Step 2: We consider the following: 
(2.1) Regress on Y} j) by using (3.2.3) to produce Y 2 ( j ) and the observed vector 
becomes (Y< j), Y 2 ( j ) , Z3,..,, Zs)'； 




) ' by using (3.2.3) to produce and the observed 






\ Z 4 , … , Z s ) ' -
(2.s) Regress on . . . , Y ^ ) ' to reproduce and hence the observed vector 
, will be ( F ^ , . , . , ^ ^ ) ' . 
During the imputat ion for each polytomous variables entries Ya, we need to follow 
the rules stated in (3.1.5) and check whether the imputed values fall into the 
appropriate interval at each of the steps (2.1), (2.2),. “，(2.5). Then we proceed 
to the next steps. 
Step 3: Now setting j = j + 1, then 
(3.1) Regress on (！^一1), •. , ,炒 - 1 ) ) ' using (3.2.3) to produce Y^ 1 ; 
(3.2) Regress on ( l ^ ) , ! ^ -
1
) , . . . , l ^ —
1
) ) ' t o produce Y^); 
18 
I； (3.s) Regress on ( y / ^ , F 2 ( i ) , . . . , to produce Y j j \ 
Again, we need to follow the rules stated in (3.1.5) and check whether the imputed 
values fall into the appropriate interval at each of the steps (3.1), ( 3 .2 ) , . . . , (3.5), 
We now come to the last step. ； 
Step 4： After obtaining (Y} j), . . . , Ys( j) 丫, we then examine the convergence 
for each observation by considering the mean square errors between iterations j 
and j — 1. Let 
: MSE = - ^ ( ^ - ^ )
2 
S 1 a=l 
If the MSE is less than e which is small enough, say 10—
6
, then the iterative 
regression procedure will be stopped and the observations in Z are replaced by 
Y . Hence factor scores can be computed via (3.2.1). 
On the contrary, if the MSE is not small enough, then the procedure repeats 




4.1 Model with Continuous and Polytomous Variables 
4.1.1 Design of the Monte-Carlo Study 
Before moving on to generating data, we need to impose some conditions 
on the confirmatory factor analysis model in the study. These conditions are 
summarised as follows: 
(1) An oblique two factor model is chosen; 
(2) The overall data generated is the combination of two independent data sub-
sets which are generated from the multivariate normal distribution N(Q, ¢) 
and ^ (0 , 1^ ) respectively with zero mean vectors and appropriate popula-
tion covariance matrices. 
The forms of the parameter matrices in a mesurement model defined in (2.1.1) 
are given as below: 
/ An A21 A3I A4i 0 0 0 0 
A
 = ( 、 J , 
0 0 0 0 A52 入62 ^72 入82 
/ 1 hi \ 
^ = L I, 
hi 1 
屯=Diag{^u,於22，• • •，088}-
From the above parameter matrices patterns, variables 1, 2, 3 and 4 are loaded 
on factor 1 whereas variables 5, 6，7 and 8 are loaded 011 factor 2. As a result, 
20 
sj'‘ 
there are a total of 17 free unknown parameters to be estimated. Finally, in the 
process of da ta generation, the following should be considered: sample sizes，true 
populat ion parameter values, t rue thresholds values and number of polytomous 
variables involved in the model. They are discussed individually as follows: 
(a) Sample Sizes 
From the suggestion in previous literatures, the simulation studies conducted 
by Boomamn (1982，1985), and Anderson and Gerbing (1984) concluded tha t 
samples of sizes 200 were enough to avoid drawing incorrect conclusions in the 
confirmatory factor analysis. So in the present Monte-Carlo study, three sizes-
200, 300 and 500-are selected to represent small, moderate and large samples 
respectively. 
(b) True Population Parameter Values 
As a mat te r of fact, E may be a covariance matr ix or a correlation matr ix. 
Thus the following two sets of t rue parameter values are considered. 
An = A21 = 入 3 1 = A41 二 入 5 2 = 入 6 2 = 入 7 2 = 久 8 2 = 0-8, 
Set 1: I = 0.3, 
•a = 0.36, i = 1 , , . . , 8 . 
• < . f 
A n
 = 入 2 1 — 入 3 1 — 入 4 1 — 入 5 2 — ^ 6 2 — 入 7 2 — 入 8 2 — 0 . 8 , 
Set 2: 如1 = 0.6， 
t i^u 二 0.36, z = 1 , . . . , 8. 
、 
From the above two settings, it can be noted tha t set 1 represents a correlation 
21 
... .:/.、'•「••,_、.: '.:..入,:'...:,:、{ : , , . ：' • ' ' : . , : , . 
structure with low factor correlation while set 2 represents another correlation 
structure with high factor correlation, 
(c) True Thresholds Values 
When generating the polytomous data from the original continuous data, 
thresholds are needed for transformation or categorization. In the present study, 
both three and five categories are designed for each of the polytomous variables. 
Furthermore, the effect of symmetry of the thresholds on predicting factor scores 
is also considered. The following sets of true thresholds values are taken. 
Set 1: a 二（—oo，-0.5，0.8, +oo)' 
Set 2: a 二（—oo, -0.675,0.675, +oo) ' 
Set 3: a = ( - o o , -1 .0 ,0 .3 ,0 .8 ,1 .2 , +oo) ' 
1... . , .. . 
Set 4: a 二 ( -oo,-1.281,—0.525,0.525,1.281,+oo) ' 
Generally speaking, both sets 1 and 3 refer more or less to asymmetric thresholds. 
On the contrary, sets 2 and 4 refer to nearly symmetric thresholds, 
(d) Number of Polytomous Variables Involved 
Different number of polytomous variables found in the measurement model is 
investigated for the effect of factor scores prediction. Again, two different sets of 
the number of polytomous variables in the model are proposed. 
Set 1: 5 = 2 
Set 2: s 二 4 , 
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where s denotes the number of polytomous variables involved. 
Based on the above specifications and controlled criteria, c o m p u t e r programs 
written in FORTRAN with double precision are implemented to generate the re-
quired continuous and polytomous data. Factor scores are predicted by using the 
estimates of parameter A, S and During the generation of polytomous data, 
the original continuous data are transformed into polytomous form according to 
the pre-assigned thresholds values. Moreover, based on the original continuous 
data, factor scores are also predicted by using the maximum likelihood estimates 
of parameter A , 圣 and 汆 via standard package such as LISREL 7 (Joreskog 
and Sorbom, 1989) for the purpose of comparison. 
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f 4.1.2 Results of the Monte-Carlo Study 
For each combination of the control settings, factor scores are computed and 
compared using the random and iterative regression methods. In order to carry 
out investigation, the estimated factor correlation coefficient, the results of nor-
mality test for each component of factor scores, their discrepancy between the 
standard factor scores computed through using original continuous variables, and 
the overall mean and variance for those factor scores are recorded. Comparisons 
of the characteristics of the random and iterative regression methods are primarly 
based on the accuracy of these predicted factor scores, the normality behaviors 
and the patterns of these scores obtained by each of these two methods. 
(1) Accuracy of Factor Scores 
For the comparison of accuracy of these predicted factor scores, the following 
statistics are calculated. 
The root mean square errors (RMS) about the standard factor scores: 
R M S . J ^ ^ - ^ )
1 
where f ^ is the component of factor scores for the i th observation predicted 
by the random or iterative regression method, f f 1 is the j t h component of factor 
scores for the i th observation computed by tlie original continuous variables and 
n is the sample size undertaken. 
According to the root mean squared errors results presented in Tables 1 and 
2, botH the random and iterative regression methods produce similar results for 
less polytomous variables (s = 2). However, when more polytomous variables 
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are involved or s=4, the random method gives smaller RMS than tha t of the 
iterative regression method, regardless of what sample sizes or population factor 
correlations employed. On the other hand, it should be noticed that the overall 
root mean square errors of factor scores for large number symmetric thresholds is 
smaller than tha t of small number asymmetric thresholds. This can be explained 
by more information being imputed into the polytomous data entries by means of 
large number symmetric thresholds setting used. No matter using the random or 
iterative regression method, the first component of the root mean square errors 
of factor scores is much smaller than that of the second component. This can 
be accounted for the number of polytomous variables involved in computing the 
factor scores. In fact, the second component of factor scores is computed and 
affected by those polytomous data entries. Moreover, if the number of polytomous 
variables involved in the model increases, say 二 4, the root mean square errors 
of the second component of factor scores are found to be larger than that in the 
case of 5 = 2. The root mean square errors of the first component of factor scores, 
however, are found to be more or less the same in the case of s 二 2 or s 二 4. 
Tables 1 and 2 about here 
From Tables 3 and 4, it can be seen that for the two methods considered in this 
study, the random method gives a variance which is closer to the true variance for 
the two components of factor scores than the iterative regression method. During 
the imputation procedure in the iterative regression method, the polytomous 
data entries may possibly be replaced by the same threshold values. Hence the 
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variations of the imputed da ta corresponding to the polytomous variables are 
greatly reduced and is found to be smaller than tha t in the random method. The 
results shown in the second component of factor scores are the most obvious. 
This, again, can be confirmed by selecting the model involving more polytomous 
variables, say 二 4，and compare the results of the model which involves less 
I . . . . . . • ‘ ‘ 
polytomous variables, say 5 二 2. The same result applies to any sample sizes or 
population factor correlation. However, selecting those models with more number 
symmetric thresholds enables to produce larger variance for bo th components of 
factor scores than tha t of less number asymmetric thresholds. It is no doubt tha t 
more information are imputed into the corresponding polytomous da ta entries. 
Tables 3 and 4 about here 
From the results of the overall mean values for the two components of factor 
scores presented in Tables 5 and 6，it is noticed that the random method produces 
mean values which are closer to the true mean values than the iterative regression 
method regardless of the sizes of sample, number of symmetric or asymmetric 
thresholds taken; 
Tables 5 and 6 about here 
Furthermore, in Tables 7 and 8, estimations of the correlation of factor scores 
are investigated. It is found that no matter what sample sizes and number of sym-
metric or asymmetric thresholds are in the model, the random method produces 
correlations which are, to a very small extent, less close to the t rue correlations 
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t han the iterative regression method does. This is due to the fact tha t more 
information are imputed into the corresponding polytomous data entries in view 
of the correlation structure in the model involved. 
Tables 7 and 8 about here 
(2) Normality of Factor Scores 
In the study, marginal normality test is applied to each component of fac-
tor scores. Tfife Kolmogorov-Smirov (K - S) test (Siegel，1956) in the SPSSX 
NPAR TEST procedure (SPSS, 1988) was employed to check if the values of each 
component follow the assumed normal distribution. The results are presented in 
Tables 9 and 10. These results reveal that the normality behaviors of the random 
and iterative regression methods are completely different. When the number of 
polytomous variables involved in the model are less, the factor scores produced by 
bo th the random and iterative regression methods almost pass the normality test . 
However, when the number of polytomous variables are more, the factor scores 
produced by the iterative regression method fail almost entirely the normality 
test . This can be explained by the fact that the corresponding p-values of the 
K -S test are less than 0.05 for the second component of factor scores while the 
nomality behaviors of the first component of factor scores are conformed to. This 
phenomena is more o b v i o u s whenever more polytomous variables are involved in 
the analyzed model, say s 二 4. The inaccuracy and dependence of the imputed 
data in corresponding polytomous data entries most probably a t t r ibute to this 
effect. Besides, it is noticed that no matter what sizes of sample, population 
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factor correlation, number of symmetric or asymmetric thresholds are, the same 
consequences appear again. 
Tables 9 and 10 about here 
(3) Pat terns of Factor Scores 
The previous two section describes mainly the comparison of the random and 
i 
iterative regression methods in a numerical sense. However, it is no doubt tha t 
if the factor stores produced by the random and iterative regression methods 
are compared in graphical environments, more useful findings can be extracted 
and examined. From the patterns of factor scores presented in Figures 1 to 36, 
we observed that those produced by the random method and those by original 
continuous data or original simulated data are very close and they even overlap. 
This phenomena can be reflected to the above findings tha t the random method 
always produces small root mean square errors, close-to-true variances and the 
normality behavior of factor scores. On the other hand, the patterns of the 
plots did not appear in the case produced by the iterative regression method. If 
the model undertaken involves more polytomous variables and less asymmetric 
thresholds, it is more obvious to notice the difference between those produced by 
the random and iterative regression methods. In particular, for those factor scores 
produced by the iterative regression method, the patterns are mainly located near 
the central region while the outer region are not covered. However, if the model 
involves using more symmetric thresholds, the resulting patterns are improved. 
This, again, is explained by the inaccuracy and dependence of the imputed data 
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,which lead to large root mean square errors and failure in the normality tests for 
the corresponding polytomous data entries. 
Figures 1 to 36 about here 
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4.2 Model with Polytomous Variables 
I 4.2.1 Design of the Monte-Carlo Study 
The study presented here is similar to the one given in Section 4.1.1. The 
following conditions are imposed on.the confirmatory factor analysis model under 
consideration: 
(1) An oblique two factor model is chosen; 
(2) The overall data generated is the combination of two independent data sub-
sets which are generated from the multivariate normal distribution 
and ^ ( 0 , 1^ ) respectively with zero mean vectors and appropriate popula-
tion covariance matrices. 
: Meanwhile, the specifications of the parameter matrices in a measurement model 
defined in (2.1.1) are given as follows; 
/ An A21 A3I A4I 0 0 0 0 
A
 = { 、 J ， 
0 0 0 0 A 5 2 入62 入 72 入82 
i i hi \ ), 
1 
审=Diag{^ii,沴22— . •, ^ 88 }• 
where zeros and ones stand for fixed values. From the above parameter matrices 
patterns, variables 1, 2, 3 and 4 are loaded 011 factor 1 whereas variables 5，6, 7 
and 8 are loaded on factor 2. As a result, there are a total of 17 free unknown 
parameters to be estimated. Finally, in the process of data generation, the fol-
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lowing should be considered: sample sizes, true population parameter values and 
t rue thresholds values in the model. They are d i s c u s s e d individually as follows: 
(a) Sample Sizes 
Like the previous Monte-Carlo study involving both continuous and poly-
tomous variables in Section 4.1.1, three sizes-200, 300 and 500-are selected to 
represent small, moderate and large samples respectively. 
(b) True Population Parameter Values 
Two sets of true parameter values are chosen as follows: 
An — A21 = A3i 二 A41 = A52 二 A62 = A72 = A82 = 0.8, 
Set l : 小21 = 0.3, 
ipa = 0.36, i = 1 , , . . , 8 . ‘ 
r 
An 二 久21 = A31 = A41 二 = A62 = A72 二 /\8 2 == 0.8, 
Set 2: “ 二 0.6, 
ipa = 0.36, i = 1,. “，8 . 
、 
From the above two settings, it is noted that set 1 represents a correlation struc-
ture with low factor correlation and set 2 represents another type of correlation 
structure with high factor correlation. 
(c) True Thresholds Values 
Again, when generating the polytomous data from the original continuous 
data, thresholds are needed for transformation or categorization. In the present 
study, both three and five categories are designed for each of the polytomous vari-
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ables. In order to investigate the e f f ec t of symmetry of thresholds on predicting 
factor scores, the following designed sets of t rue thresholds values are considered. 
I ： Set 1: a 二 (-00,-0,5,0.8,+00)' 
Set 2: a = (-00, -0 .675,0.675, +oo) ' 
Set 3: a = (—00，一1.0,0.3，0.8,1.2，+00)' 
Set 4: a 二 ( - o o , -1 .281 , -0 .525 ,0 .525 ,1 .281 , +oo) ' 
Conclusively speaking, bo th sets 1 and 3 refer more or less to asymmetric thresh-
olds. On the contrary, sets 2 and 4 refer to nearly symmetric thresholds. 
So, based on the above specifications and controlled criterions, computer pro-
gram writ ten in FORTRAN with double precision are implemented to generate 
the required polytomous data . Again, factor scores are predicted through using 
the estimates of parameter A , 壶 and 办 . D u r i n g the generation of the poly-
tomous data , the original continuous da ta are all transformed into polytomous 
form according to the pre-assigned thresholds values. Moreover, based on the 
original continuous data, factor scores are also predicted by using the maximum 
likelihood estimates of parameter A , 壶 and W via standard program such as 
LISREL 7 (Joreskog and Sorbom, t9S9) for the purpose of comparison. 
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4.2.2 Results of the Monte-Carlo Study 
For each combination of the control settings similar to the study of continuous 
and polytomous data, factor scores are computed and compared using the random 
and iterative regression methods. In order to carry out investigation for the model 
with, polytomous variables alone, the estimated factor correlation coefficient, the 
results of normality test for each component of factor scores/their discrepancy 
between the standard factor scores computed through using original continuous 
variables, and tlie overall mean and variance for those factor scores are recorded. 
Comparisons of the characteristics of the random and iterative regression methods 
are again primarly based on the accuracy of these predicted factor scores, the 
normality behaviors and the patterns of these scores obtained by each of these 
two methods. 
(1) Accuracy of Factor Scores 
For the comparison of accuracy of these predicted factor scores, the following 
statistics are calculated. 
The root mean square errors (RMS) about the standard factor scores: 
RMS,- = I \ -
where f j is the j t h component of factor scores predicted by the random or 
iterative regression method, f f is the j认 component of factor scores computed 
by the original continuous variables and n is the sample size undertaken. 
According to the r o o t m e a n squared errors results presented in Table 11, the 
random method gives smaller RMS than that of the iterative regression method, 
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regardless of what sample sizes or population factor correlations employed. On 
the other hand, it should be noticed that the overall root mean square errors of 
factor scores for large number symmetric thresholds is much smaller than tha t of 
small number asymmetric thresholds. This can be explained by more informa-
tion being imputed into the polytomous data entries by means of large number 
symmetric thresholds setting used. No matter using the random or iterative re-
gression method, the first component of the root mean square errors of factor 
scores is more or less the same as that for the second component. This can be 
accounted for the mode! involving polytomous variables alone in computing the 
factor scores. In fact, both of the two components of factor scores are computed 
and affected by those polytomous data entries. 
Table 11 about here 
From Table 12, it can be noticed tha t for the two methods considered in this 
study, the random method gives a variance which is closer to the t rue variance 
for the two components of factor scores than the iterative regression method. 
During the imputation procedure for all polytomous variables in the iterative 
regression method, the polytomous data entries may possibly be replaced by the 
same threshold values. Hence the variations of the imputed data corresponding 
to the polytomous variables are greatly reduced and is found to be smaller than 
that in the random method. The results shown in the two components of factor 
scores are the most obvious. In addition, it is noticed that no mat ter what sample 
sizes or population factor correlation is employed, the same result happens again. 
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However, selecting those models with more number symmetric thresholds enables 
to produce larger variance for both components of factor scores than tha t of less 
number asymmetric thresholds. It is no doubt that more information are imputed 
into the corresponding polytomous data entries. 
Table 12 about here 
From the results of the overall mean values for the two components of factor 
scores presented in Table 13, it is noticed that the random method produces mean 
values which are closer to the true mean values than the iterative regression 
method regardless of the sizes of sample, number of symmetric or asymmetric 
thresholds taken. 
Table 13 about here 
Furthermore, in Table 14, estimations of the correlation of factor scores are 
investigated. It can be shown that no matter what sample sizes and number of 
symmetric or asymmetric thresholds are in the model, the random method pro-
duces correlations which are, to a small extent, less close to the true correlations 
than the iterative regression method does. 
Table 14 about here 
(2) Normality of Factor Scores 
In the study, marginal normality test is applied to each component of fac-
tor scores. The Kolmogorov-Smirov (I< 一 S) test (Siegel, 1956) in the SPSSX 
NPAR TEST procedure (SPSS, 1988) was employed to check if the values of each 
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components follow the assumed normal distribution. The results are presented 
in Table 15. These results reveal that the normality behaviors of the random 
and iterative regression methods are again completely different. For those factor 
scores produced by the random method, they passed the normality test. On the 
other hand, the factor scores produced by the iterative regression method failed 
the normality test. Actually, all of the corresponding p-values of the K - S test 
are less than 0.05 for the two components of factor scores in the model. The 
inaccuracy and dependence of the imputed data in corresponding polytomous 
data entries most probably attr ibute to this effect. Besides, it is noticed tha t no 
mat ter what sizes of sample, population factor correlation, number of symmetric 
or asymmetric thresholds are, the same consequences appear again. 
Table 15 about here 
(3) Pat terns of Factor Scores 
The previous two section describes mainly the comparison, of the random 
and iterative regression methods in a numerical sense. However, it is commonly 
believed that if the factor scores produced by the random and iterative regression 
methods are compared in graphical environments, more useful findings can be 
extracted and examined. From the patterns of factor scores presented in Figures 
37 to 54, we observed that those produced by the random method and those by 
original continuous data or original simulated data are again very close and they 
overlap. This phenomena can be reflected to the above findings that the random 




 . - ‘ 
and the normality behavior of factor scores. On the other hand, the pat terns of 
the plots did not appear in the case produced by the iterative regression method. 
In particular, for those factor scores produced by the iterative regression method, 
the pat terns are mainly locked near the central region while the outer region 
are not covered. This, again, is explained by the inaccuracy and dependence of 
the imputed data which lead to large root mean square errors and get failure for 
each component of the factor scores in the normality tests. However, if the model 
involve using more number of symmetric thresholds, the resulting pat terns are 
improved. 





Summary and Conclusion 
In this thesis, a random method and an iterative regression method of handling 
factor scores prediction with continuous and polytomous variables in the context 
of confirmatory factor analysis model are investigated. Monte-Carlo studies are 
conducted to study the accuracy, normality behaviors and the pat terns of pre-
dicted factor scores. The factor scores estimates produced by these two methods 
are compared between themselves based on estimates produced from the original 
continuous observations. 
Based on the findings in Section 4.1.2, we can conclude tha t the random 
method is a better method of handling factor scores prediction in the confirma-
tory factor analysis model with continuous and polytomous data. It always gives 
smaller root mean square errors than that of the iterative regression method even 
though less asymmetric thresholds and more polytomous variables are involved 
in the model. In addition, the normality behaviors of the predicted factor scores 
showed that they are also reasonably good for statistical inference. Furthermore, 
the patterns of these factor scores also agree with those produced by the origi-
. n a l continuous data. On the other hand, it is demonstrated tha t the imputation 
procedure employed by the iterative regression method gives a larger root mean 
square errors of the predicted factor scores. The normality behaviors are not clear 
for the second component of predicted factor scores and hence further statistical 
inference cannot be conducted. The patterns of factor scores produced by iter-
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ative regression method also do not agree with those computed from continuous 
data. Therefore, the random method is recommended for dealing with the pre-
diction of factor scores with continuous and polytomous data in the context of 
confirmatory factor analysis model. 
For models with just polytomous data, the random and iterative regression 
methods are studied. As a matter of fact, based on the findings in Section 4.2.2, 
we can conclude that the random method is best suited to handling the factor 
scores prediction in the confirmatory factor analysis model with polytomous data 
alone. A compelling evidence being that the random method gives smaller root 
mean square errors than the iterative regression method when compared with 
those produced by the original continuous data. The same result is obtained 
even with asymmetric thresholds. The normality behaviors of the predicted factor 
scores are also good for statistical inference. Moreover, the patterns of these factor 
scores agree with those produced by the original continuous data. By constrast, it 
is noticed that the imputation procedure for polytomous data entries proposed by 
the iterative regression method produces poor results in terms of root mean square 
errors of the predicted factor scores. The normality behaviors, however, are not 
clear for both two components of the predicted factor scores. Thus, no further 
statistical analysis can be studied. Again, the poor patterns of factor scores 
produced by iterative regression method do not agree with the original continuous 
data. Again, it can be deduced that the random method is recommended, over 
the iterative regression method studied in this thesis, for factor scores prediction 
with polytomous data alone in the context of confirmatory factor analysis model. 
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Since both the estimated and true values of all parameters produce similar 
results in prediction of factor scores, it suffices to present the results using the 
estimated values of all parameters. The results of this thesis are based on the 
assumption tha t data come from multivariate normal distributions. In practice, 
. t h e normality assumption may be violated. Other methods of handling factor 
scores prediction should be studied in future. As a mat ter of fact, the results 
are confined to two-factor confirmatory factor analysis models. So, we have to 
cautious in generalizing these findings. It is no doubt tha t the performances 
of various methods for predicting factor scores in more general factor analysis 
models need to be investigated further. 
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^ Table 1 
Root mean square (RMS) errors for two factor scores in analysis of 
the model with. 6 continuous and 2 polytomous variables 
Combinations RMS errors for two factor scores 
Parameters ' Thresholds', Sample 
True Values True Values Size RAM - OCD IRM - OCD 
200 ( 0.046, 0.227) ( 0.046, 0.189) 
Set 1 Set 1 300 ( 0.081，0.284) ( 0.079, 0.224) 
500 ( 0.036, 0.300) ( 0.038, 0.308) 
" 200 ( 0.054, 0.214) ( 0.053, 0.190) 
Set 1 Set 2 300 ( 0.075，0.256) ( 0.075, 0.221) 
500 ( 0.035, 0.290) ( 0.037, 0.296) 
200 ( 0.068, 0.173) ( 0.068, 0.152) 
Set 1 Set 3 300 ( 0.063，0.187) ( 0.063, 0.160) 
500 ( 0.041, 0.234) ( 0.041, 0.242) 
200 ( 0.055, 0.178) ( 0.055, 0.152) 
Set 1 Set 4 300 ( 0.081, 0.177) ( 0.081，0.151) 
500 ( 0.043, 0.208) ( 0.043, 0.210) 
— 200 ( 0.058, 0.246) ( 0.057, 0.206) 
Set 2 Set 1 300 ( 0.076, 0.198) ( 0.075, 0.181) 
500 ( 0.048, 0.284) ( 0.052, 0.294) 
； 200 ( 0.072, 0.223) ( 0.073, 0.212) 
Set 2 Set 2 300 ( 0.075，0.212) ( 0.076, 0.189) 
500 ( 0.052, 0.281) ( 0.053，0.278) 
200 ( 0.066, 0.171) ( 0.065, 0.163) 
Set 2 Set 3 300 ( 0.080, 0.161) ( 0.080, 0.144) 
500 ( 0.052, 0.226) ( 0.053, 0.228) 
— 20Q ( 0.051, 0.148) ( 0.050, 0.146) 
Set 2 Set 4 300 ( 0.071, 0.143) ( 0.071,0.129) 
500 ( Q.051, 0.191) ( 0.052, 0.201) 
OCD — Original Continuous Da ta 
RAM Random Method 
IRM — Iterative Regression Method 
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.. .. Table 2 
Root mean square (RMS) errors for two factor scores in analysis of 
the model with 4 continuous and 4 polytomous variables 
Combinations RMS errors for two factor scores 
Parameters ' Thresholds' Sample 
True Values True Values' Size RAM — OCD IRM - OCD 
— 200" ( 0.057, 0.365) ( 0.062, 0.503) 
Set 1 Set 1 300 ( 0.080, 0.372) ( 0.081, 0.478) 
500 ( 0.038, 0.418) ( 0.045, 0.594) 
— 200 ( 0.078, 0.371) ( 0.081, 0.464) 
Set 1 Set 2 300 ( 0.076, 0.364) ( 0.078, 0.468) 
500 ( 0.040, 0.417) ( 0.044, 0.545) 
— ~ ~ ~ 200 ( 0.062, 0.307) ( 0.063, 0.739) 
Set 1 Set 3 300 ( 0.068，0.309) ( 0.068, 0.359) 
500 ( 0.042, 0.340) ( 0.043, 0.445) 
200 ( 0.055, 0.270) ( 0.056, 0.266) 
Set 1 Set 4 300 ( 0.086, 0.253) ( 0.086, 0.276) 
500 ( 0.043, 0.293) ( 0.044, 0.329) 
* — 2 0 0 ~ ~ ( 0.072, 0.360) ( 0.090, 0.491) 
Set 2 Set 1 300 ( 0.086, 0.369) ( 0.092, 0.427) 
500 ( 0.063，0.435) ( 0.078, 0.563) 
200 ( 0.084, 0.385) ( 0.094, 0.458) 
Set 2 Set 2 300 ( 0.080, 0.370) ( 0.086，0.439) 
500 ( 0.065, 0.397) ( 0.078, 0.530) 
— 200 ( 0.073, 0.295) ( 0.079, 0.328) 
Set 2 Set 3 300 ( 0.087, 0.280) ( 0.091, 0.335) 
500 ( 0.057, 0.324) ( 0.064, 0.413) 
. 200 ( 0.057，0.273) ( 0.061, 0.274) 
Set 2 Set 4 300 ( 0.084, 0.253) ( 0.084, 0.273) 
500 ^ 0.059，0.288) ( 0.064，0.331) 
OCD —- Original Continuous Data 
RAM - Random Method 
IRM — Iterative Regression MetHod 
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I ：；•'； . : : Table 3 
Variance vectors of two factor scores in analysis of 
the model with 6 continuous and 2 polytomous variables 
~ Combinations Variance vectors of two factor scores 
Parameters ' Thresholds' Sample 
True Values True Values Size OGD RAM TRM 
"200 ( 0.885, 0.864) ( 0.855，0.795) ( 0.855, 0.711) 
Set 1 Set 1 300 ( 0.888, 0.791) ( 0.899, 0.739) ( 0.899, 0.671) 
500 ( 0.933, 0.936) ( 0.915，0.786) ( 0.913，0.648) 
200 ( 0.885, 0.864) ( 0.848, 0.782) ( 0.850, 0.753) 
Set 1 Set 2 300 ( 0.888, 0.791) ( 0.899, 0.738) ( 0.899,0.681) 
坪 5 0 0 ( o . 9 3 3 , o . 9 3 6 、 ( o . 9 1 4 , o . 7 8 3 ) ^ o . 9 1 1 , o . 6 6 8 ) 
200 ( 0.885, 0.864) ( 0.841, 0.83U) ( U.842, 0.776) 
Set 1 Set 3 300 ( 0.888, 0.791) ( 0.889，0.771) ( 0.889, 0.723) 
500 ( 0.933, 0.936) ( 0.915, 0.836) ( 0.915, 0.800) 
— 200 ( 0.885,0.864) ( 0.849,0.829) ( 0.849,0.794) 
Set 1 Set 4 300 ( 0.888, 0.791) ( 0.901，0.782) ( 0.902, 0.767) 
500 ( 0.933, 0.936) ( 0.912, 0.852) ( 0.912, 0.812) 
:
 200 ( 0.892, 0.893) ( 0.844, 0.779) ( 0.835，0.674) 
Set 2 Set 1 300 ( 0.891, 0.832) ( 0.888, 0.783) ( 0.892, 0.761) 
500 ( 0.941, 0.967) ( 0.907, 0.821) ( 0.902,0.688) 
200 ( 0.892，0.893) ( 0.826, 0.768) ( 0.820, 0.675) 
Set 2 Set 2 300 ( 0.891, 0.832) ( 0.892, 0.774) ( 0.898, 0.778) 
500 ( 0.941, 0.967) ( 0.905, 0.803) ( 0.902, 0.726) 
200 ( 0.892, 0.893) ( 0.839, 0.818) ( 0.843, 0.799) 
Set 2 Set 3 300 ( 0.891, 0.832) ( 0.888, 0.809) ( 0.889, 0.778) 
500 ( 0.941, 0.967) ( 0.910, 0.856) ( 0.910, 0.809) 
200 ( 0.892，0.893) ( 0.850, 0.840) ( 0.852, 0.829) 
Set 2 Set 4 300 ( 0.891, 0.832) ( 0.893, 0.812) ( 0.896, 0.819) 
— 丨 500 丨 (0 .941, 0.967) ( 0.913，0.864) ( 0.912, 0.808) 
OCD - Original Continuous Data 
RAM - Random Method 
IRM - Iterative Regression Method 
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^ Table 1 
Variance vectors of two factor scores in analysis of 
the model with 4 continuous and 4 polytomous variables 
Combinations Variance vectors of two factor scores 
Parameters ' Thresholds' Sample 
True Values True Values Size OCD RAM IRM 
. — — 200 ( 0.885, 0.864) ( 0.839, 0.718) ( 0.835, 0.361) 
Set 1 Set 1 300 ( 0.888, 0.791) ( 0.891, 0.670) ( 0.890, 0.462) 
500 ( 0.933, 0.936) ( 0.914, 0.708) ( 0.906，0.378) 
200 ( 0.885, 0.864) ( 0.846, 0.689) ( 0.847，0.430) 
Set 1 Set 2 300 ( 0.888, 0.791) ( 0.887, 0.677) ( 0.887, 0.491) 
. 500 ( 0.933, 0.936) ( 0.910, 0.703) ( 0.906，0.425) 
— 200 ( 0.885，0.864) ( 0.830, 0.764) ( 0.833, 0.626) 
Set 1 Set 3 300 ( 0.888, 0.791) ( 0.886, 0.743) ( 0.886，0.640) 
500 ( 0.933, 0.936) ( 0.913, 0.770) ( 0.913, 0.651) 
200 ( 0.885, 0.864) ( 0.851, 0.801) ( 0.851, 0.677) 
Set 1 Set 4 300 ( 0.888, 0.791) ( 0.895, 0.777) ( 0.897, 0.720) 
500 ( 0.933, 0.936) ( 0.909, 0.800) ( 0.909, 0.696) 
： 200 ( 0.892, 0.893) ( 0.837, 0.730) ( 0.807, 0.394) 
Set 2 Set 1 300 ( 0.891，0.832) ( 0.871, 0.703) ( 0.871, 0.513) 
500 ( 0.941, 0.967) ( 0.899, 0.707) ( 0.885, 0.420) 
200 ( 0.892, 0.893) ( 0.824, 0.713) ( 0.809, 0.450) 
Set 2 Set 2 300 ( 0.891, 0.832) ( 0.880, 0.726) ( 0.873, 0.550) 
500 ( 0.941, 0.967) ( 0.901, 0.715) ( 0.888，0.477) 
200 ( 0.892, 0.893) ( 0.846, 0.782) ( 0.844，0.666) 
Set 2 Set 3 300 ( 0.891, 0.832) ( 0.884, 0.760) ( 0.883, 0.655) 
500 ( 0.941，0.967) ( 0.899, 0.770) ( 0.900，0.643) 
200 ( 0.892, 0.893) ( 0.858，0.815) ( 0.855, 0.701) 
Set 2 Set 4 300 ( 0.891, 0.832) ( 0.885,0.801) ( 0.890, 0 . 7 1 8 ) . 
1 500 I ( 0.941, 0.967) [ j 0.909, 0.810) ( 0.903，0.694) 
OCD - Original Continuous Data 
RAM - Random Method 
IRM - Iterative Regression Method 
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I . Table 5 
Mean vectors of two factor scores in analysis of 
the model with 6 continuous and 2 polytomous variables 
Combinations Mean vectors of two factor scores 
Parameters ' Thresholds' Sample 
True Values True Values Size OCD RAM IRM 
： 2 0 0 ( - 0 . 0 7 8 , - 0 . 0 0 2 ) (-0.076,-0.027) (-0.076,-0.013) 
Set 1 Set 1 300 ( 0.028,-0.002) ( 0.028,-0.017) ( 0.029, 0.003) 
500 (-0.028,-0.140) (-0.024,-0.061) (-0.024,-0.048) 
2 0 0 ( - 0 . 0 7 8 , - 0 . 0 0 2 ) (-0.076,-0.027) (-0.076,-0.034) 
Set 1 Set 2 300 ( 0.028,-0.002) ( 0.028,-0.016) ( 0.028,-0.006) 
s
 500 (-0.028,-0.140) (-0.024,-0.063) (-0.024,-0.063) 
— 200 (-0.078,-0.002) (-0.075,-0.028) (-0.074,-0.001) 
Set 1 Set 3 300 ( 0.028,-0.002) ( 0.027,-0.019) ( 0.029, 0.023) 
500 (-0.028,-0.140) (-0.024,-0.061) (-0.023,-0.043) 
200 (-0.078,-0.002) (-0.075,-0.026) (-0.075 r0.022) 
Set 1 Set 4 300 ( 0.028,-0.002) ( 0.028,-0.017) ( 0.029,-0.006) 
500 (-0.028,-0.140) (-0.024,-0.061) (-0.025,-0.070) 
200 (-0.079,-0.048) (-0.076,-0.048) (-0.074,-0.037) 
Set 2 Set 1 300 ( 0.026, 0.003) ( 0.025,-0.011) ( 0.025,-0.008) 
500 (-0.035,-0.122) (-0.026,-0.053) (-0.024,-0.037) 
200 (-0.079,-0.048) (-0.076,-0.052) (-0.076,-0.048) 
Set 2 Set 2 300 ( 0.026, 0.003) ( 0.025,-0.010) ( 0.025,-0.015) 
500 (-0.035,-0.122) (-0.026,-0.056) (-0.026,-0.052) 
200 (-0.079,-0.048) (-0.076,-0.054) (-0.073,-0.033) 
Set 2 Set 3 300 ( 0.026, 0.003) ( 0.025,-0.010) ( 0.029, 0.022) 
500 (-0.035,-0.122) (-0.026,-0.055) (-0.024,-0.030) 
200 (-0.079,-0.048) (-0.077,-0.053) (-0.077,-0.053) 
Set 2 Set 4 300 ( 0.026, 0.003) ( 0.025,-0.010) ( 0.025,-0.010) 
I 500 (-0.035,-0.122^ (-0.026,-0.054) (-0.026,-0.052) 
OCD - Original Continuous Da ta 
RAM - Random Method 
IRM - Iterative Regression Method 
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I : Table 6 • 
Mean vectors of two factor scores in analysis of 
the model with 4 continuous and 4 polytomous variables 
~ ~ " Combinations Mean vectors of two factor scores 
Parameters ' Thresholds' Sample 
True Values True Values Size OCD RAM IRM 
： 200 (-0.078,-0.002) (-0.077,-0.031) (-0.074, 0.048) 
Set 1 Set 1 300 ( 0.028,-0.002) ( 0.028,-0.017) ( 0.030, 0.048) 
500 (-0.028,-0.140) (-0.022,-0.013) (-0.018，0.087) 
2 0 0 ( - 0 . 0 7 8 , - 0 . 0 0 2 ) (-0.074,-0.031) (-0.073,-0.026) 
Set 1 Set 2 300 ( 0.028,-0.002) ( 0.028,-0.017) ( 0.028,-0.003) 
， 500 (-0.028,-0.140) (-0.022,-0.013) (-0.020, 0.032) 
200 (-0.078,-0.002) (-0.075,-0.032) (-0.073, 0.06U) 
Set 1 Set 3 300 ( 0.028,-0.002) ( 0.027,-0.018) ( 0.032, 0.104) 
500 (-0.028,-0.140) (-0.022,-0.013) (-0.018，0.082) 
— 200 (-0.078,-0.002) (-0.076,-0.031) (-0.075 r0.0U9j 
Set 1 Set 4 300 ( 0.028,-0.002) ( 0.028,-0.017) ( 0.029, 0.006) 
500 (-0.028,-0.140) (-0.022,-0.013) (-0.022,-0.005) 
200 (-0.079,-0.048) (-0.074,-0.032) (-0.064, 0.048) 
Set 2 Set 1 300 ( 0.026, 0.003) ( 0.025,-0.013) ( 0.029, 0.028) 
500 (-0.035,-0.122) (-0.022,-0.013) (-0.013，0.078) 
200 (-0.079,-0.048) (-0.074,-0.034) (-0.071,-0.009) 
Set 2 Set 2 . 300 ( 0.026, 0.003) ( 0.025,-0.014) ( 0.024,-0.027) 
500 (-0.035,-0.122) (-0.022,-0.013) (-0.017, 0.035) 
200 (-0.079,-0.048) (-0.075,-0.036) (-0.065, 0.052) 
Set 2 Set 3 300 ( 0.026, 0.003) ( 0.025,-0.012) ( 0.034, 0.078) 
500 (-0.035,-0.122) (-0.022,-0.014) (-0.012, 0.081) 
200" ( - 0 . 079 , - 0 . 048 ) (-0.074,-0.034) (-0.072,-0.013) 
Set 2 Set 4 300 ( 0.026, 0.003) ( 0.025,-0.012) ( 0.027,-0.004) 
500 (-0.035,-0.122) f-0.022,-0.014) (-0.020，0.005) 
OCD - Original Continuous Data 
RAM - Random Method 
IRM - Iterative Regression Method 
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^ Table 1 
Correlations of two factor scores in analysis of 
the model with 6 continuous and 2 polytomous variables 
— Combinations Correlations of two factor scores 
Parameters ' Thresholds' Sample 
True Values True Values Size OCD RAM IRM 
200 0 l 5 i 0.428~~ 0.446 
Set 1 Set 1 300 0.361 0.369 0.378 
500 0.436 0.397 0.395 
200 0.454 0.428 0.459 
Set 1 Set 2 300 0.361 0.380 0.408 
500 0.436 0.414 0.408 
200 0454 0.437 0.464 
Set 1 Set 3 300 0.361 0.366 0.368 
500 0.436 0.416 0-426 
200 0.454 0.455 0.475 — 
Set 1 Set 4 300 0.361 0.359 0.380 
500 0.436 0.415 0.429 
200 0?T43 0^35 0738"""" 
Set 2 Set 1 300 0.719 0.721 0.750 
500 0.725 0.677 0.704 
200 0?743 0?723 0.733 — 
Set 2 Set 2 300 0.719 0.726 0.750 
500 0.725 0.699 0.715 
200 0743 0.728 0.758 — 
Set 2 Set 3 300 0.719 0.727 0.742 
500 0.725 0.705 0.720 
^00 0/T43 0.710 0.725 
Set 2 Set 4 300 0.719 0.722 0.734 
^ 500 0.725 0.707 0.718 
OCD - Original Continuous Data 
RAM - Random Method 
IRM - Iterative Regression Method 
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^ Table 1 
Correlations of two factor scores in analysis of 
the model with 4 continuous and 4 polytomous variables 
Combinations Correlations of two factor scores 
Parameters ' Thresholds' Sample 
True Values True Values Size OCD RAM IRM 
一 200 0 l 5 4 0.368 0.393 
Set 1 Set 1 300 0.361 0.365 0.398 
500 0.436 0.390 0.354 
200 054 0^ 73 0l76"" 
Set 1 Set 2 300 0.361 0.344 0.389 
500 0.436 0.380 0.390 
"^00 0454 0.380 0.466 
Set 1 Set 3 300 0.361 0.346 0.380 
500 0.436 0.409 0.440 
"^00 0 l 5 4 0^451 0 4 8 3 “ 
Set 1 Set 4 300 0.361 0.328 0.368 
500 0.436 0.414 0.431 
200 0?T43 0?709 0 J30 
Set 2 Set 1 300 0.719 0.651 0.751 
500 0.725 0.641 0.688 
200 0/T43 0.694 0.741 
Set 2 Set 2 300 0.719 0.684 0.730 
500 0.725 0.675 0.708 
200 0/743 0.722 0 . 7 6 0 " " 
Set 2 Set 3 300 0.719 0.696 0.736 
500 0.725 0.661 0.722 
200 0743 0.709 0.743 
Set 2 Set 4 300 0.719 0.667 0.729 
500 0.725 0.709 0.721 
OCD - Original Continuous Data 
RAM - Random Method 
IRM - Iterative Regression Method 
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^ Table 1 
The Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) 2-tailed p-values of normality test 
for two factor scores in analysis of the model 
with 6 continuous and 2 polytomous variables 
Combinations p-values of two factor scores 
Parameters ' Thresholds' Sample 
True Values True Values Size OCD RAM
 I R M 
2 0 0 " " ( 0.936, 0.630) ( 0.969, 0.674) ( 0.971, 0.287) 
Set 1 Set 1 300 ( 0.875, 0.985) ( 0.830, 0.993) ( 0.848, 0.053) 
500 ( 0.888, 0.738) ( 0.927, 0.526) ( 0.949, 0.003) 
( 0.936, 0.630) ( 0.944, 0.675) ( 0.983, 0.339) 
Set 1 、 Set 2 300 ( 0.875, 0.985) ( 0.859, 0.998) ( 0.786, 0.095) 
500 ( 0.888, 0.738) ( 0.903, 0.516) ( 0.904, 0.004) 
200 ( 0.936, 0.630) ( 0.770, 0.970) ( 0.756, 0.743) 
Set 1 Set 3 300 ( 0.875, 0.985) ( 0.744, 0.844) ( 0.765, 0.972) 
500 f 0.888, 0.738) ( 0.855, 0.472) ( 0.918，0.118) 
2 0 0 " " " ( 0.936, 0.630) ( 0.872, 0.778) ( 0.917’ 0.573) 
Set 1 Set 4 300 ( 0.875, 0.985) ( 0.837, 0.971) ( 0.821, 0.505) 
500 ( 0.888, 0.738) ( 0.894, 0.763) ( 0.877, 0.034) 
2 0 0 ( 0.890, 0.945) ( 0.919, 0.557) ( 0.981, 0.973) 
Set 2 Set 1 300 ( 0.941, 0.473) ( 0.837, 0.812) ( 0.894, 0.194) 
500 ( 0.832, 0.910) ( 0.855, 0.634) ( 0.918, 0.131) 
200 ( 0.890, 0.945) ( 0.702, 0.905) ( 0.895，0.942) 
Set 2 Set 2 300 ( 0.941, 0.473) ( 0.865, 0.740) ( 0.921, 0.228) 
500 ( 0.832, 0.910) ( 0.841, 0.875) ( 0.869, 0.126) 
2 0 0 ( 0.890，0.945) ( 0.753, 0.932) ( 0.827, 0.667) 
Set 2 Set 3 300 ( 0.941, 0.473) ( 0.857, 0.656) ( 0.824, 0.948) 
500 丨 0.832，0.910) ( 0.848, 0.539) ( 0.877, 0.219) 
200 ( 0.890，0.945) ( 0.795, 0.928) ( 0.889, 0.857) 
Set 2 Set 4 300 ( 0.941, 0.473) ( 0.875, 0.497) ( 0.853, 0.303) 
500 ( 0.832, 0.910) ( 0.706, 0.858) ( 0.853, 0.456) 
OCD - Original Continuous Data 
RAM — Random Method 
IRM - Iterative Regression Method 
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Table 10 ！ 
The Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) 2-tailed p-values of normality test 
for two factor scores in analysis of the model 
with 4 continuous and 4 polytomous variables 
Combinations p-values of two factor scores 
Parameters ' Thresholds' Sample 
True Values True Values Size OCD RAM 1 腿 
200 ( 0.936, 0.630) ( 0.953, 0.492) ( 0.950, 0.000) 
Set 1 Set 1 300 ( 0.875, 0.985) ( 0.828, 0.850) ( 0.849, 0.000) 
500 ( 0.888，0.738) ( 0.914, 0.566) ( 0.879, 0.000) 
2 0 0 ( 0.936，0.630) ( 0.980, 0.970) ( 0.991, 0.000) 
Set 1 、” Set 2 300 ( 0.875, 0.985) ( 0.777, 0.981) ( 0.793，0.000) 
500 ( 0.888，0.738) ( 0.940, 0.840) ( 0.849, 0.000) 
200~~~( 0.936, 0.630) ( 0.796，0.779) ( 0.808，0.002) 
Set 1 Set 3 300 ( 0.875, 0.985) ( 0.783, 0.777) ( 0.830, 0.000) 
500 ( 0.888, 0.738) ( 0.870, 0.182) ( 0.894，0.000) 
200 ( 0.936, 0.630) ( 0.906, 0.984) ( 0.831’ 0.024) 
Set 1 Set 4 300 ( 0.875，0.985) ( 0.882, 0.982) ( 0.874, 0.000) 
. 500 ( 0.888, 0.738) ( 0.876, 0.339) ( 0.826，0.000) 
200 ( 0.890, 0.945) ( 0.925, 0.732) ( 0.966，0.000) 
Set 2 Set 1 300 ( 0.941, 0.473) ( 0.840, 0.818) ( 0.861，0.000) 
500 ( 0.832, 0.910) ( 0.807, 0.074) ( 0.787, 0.000) 
200 ( 0.890, 0.945) ( 0.920, 0.955) ( 0.964, 0.000) 
Set 2 Set 2 300 ( 0.941, 0.473) ( 0.913, 0.943) ( 0.877, 0.000) 
500 ( 0.832, 0.910) ( 0.730, 0.133) ( 0.790, 0.000) 
200 ( 0.890, 0.945) ( 0.843, 0.769) ( 0.730, 0.001J 
Set 2 Set 3 300 ( 0.941, 0.473) ( 0.926, 0.811) ( 0.904, 0.009) 
500 ( 0.832, 0.910) ( 0.751, 0.259) ( 0.763, 0.000) 
200 ( 0.890, 0.945) ( 0.960, 0.962) ( 0.908, 0.165) 
Set 2 Set 4 300 ( 0.941, 0.473) ( 0.802, 0.908) ( 0.915, 0.010) 
1 500 I ( 0.832, 0.910) ( 0.745, 0.979) ( 0.653，0.000) 
OCD — Original Continuous Data 
RAM - Random Method 
IRM - Iterative Regression Method 
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^ Table 1 
Root mean square (RMS) errors for two factor scores in analysis of 
the model with polytomous variables 
Combinations RMS errors for two factor scores 
Parameters ' Thresholds' Sample 
True Values True Values Size RAM - OCD IRM - OCD 
200 ( 0.412, 0.415) ( 0.478, 0.509) 
Set 1 Set 1 300 ( 0.374, 0.374) ( 0.459, 0.478) 
500 ( 0.407, 0.434) ( 0.499, 0.605) 
200 ( 0.389, 0.381) ( 0.451, 0.473) 
Set 1 Set 2 300 ( 0.372, 0.378) ( 0.467, 0.463) 
500 ( 0.411, 0.433) ( 0.497, 0.556) 
200 ( 0.315, 0.319) ( 0.370, 0.333) 
Set 1 Set 3 300 ( 0.332, 0.322) ( 0.370，0.351) 
500 ( 0.307, 0.346) ( 0.369，0.449) 
200 ( 0.257, 0.266) ( 0.269, 0.276)“ 
Set 1 Set 4 300 ( 0.264, 0.268) ( 0.291, 0.266) 
500 ( 0.267, 0.289) ( 0.302, 0.326) 
200 ( 0.392, 0.380) ( 0.470, 0.529) 
Set 2 Set 1 300 ( 0.357, 0.363) ( 0.454，0.469) 
500 ( 0.395, 0.431) ( 0.518’ 0.598) 
200 ( 0.369，0.384) ( 0.446, 0.492) 
Set 2 Set 2 300 ( 0.359, 0.366) ( 0.458, 0.462) 
500 ( 0.401, 0.424) ( 0.501, 0.563) 
200 ( 0.306, 0.282) ( 0.351, 0.340) 
Set 2 Set 3 300 ( 0.325, 0.277) ( 0.335, 0.360) 
500 ( 0.299, 0.329) ( 0.365, 0.431) 
"200 ( 0.248, 0.251) ( 0.262, 0.274) 
Set 2 Set 4 300 ( 0.251, 0.244) ( 0.288, 0.281) 
I 500 丨 ( 0 . 2 5 8 , 0.295) ( 0.301, 0.338) 
OCD — Original Continuous Data 
RAM - Random Method 
IRM - Iterative Regression Method 
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I: : Table 12 | 
Variance vectors of two factor scores in analysis of 
the model with polytomous variables 
Combinations Variance vectors of two factor scores 
Parameters ' Thresholds' Sample 
True Values True Values Size OCD RAM IRM 
： 200 ( 0.855，0.864) ( 0.709, 0.740) ( 0.572, 0.334) 
Set 1 Set 1 300 ( 0.888, 0.791) ( 0.714, 0.685) ( 0.442, 0.445) 
500 ( 0.933, 0.936) ( 0.714, 0.692) ( 0.430, 0.350) 
2 0 0 ( 0.885，0.864) ( 0.719, 0.712) ( 0.570, 0.406) 
Set 1 Set 2 300 ( 0.888, 0.791) ( 0.718，0.674) ( 0.487, 0.460) 
坎 . . 500 ( 0.933, 0.936) { 0.697, 0.703) ( 0.445, 0.393) 
" 2 0 0 ( 0.885, 0.864) ( 0.794, 0.807) ( 0.646, 0.612) 
Set 1 Set 3 300 ( 0.888, 0.791) ( 0.761, 0.734) ( 0.600, 0.629) 
500 ( 0.933，0.936) ( 0.771, 0.774) ( 0.615, 0.645) 
200 ( 0.885, 0.864) ( 0.850, 0.807) ( 0.679, 0.688) 
Set 1 Set 4 300 ( 0.888，0.791) ( 0.801, 0.787) ( 0.689, 0.720) 
500 ( 0.933, 0.936) ( 0.800, 0.799) ( 0.659, 0.704) 
2 0 0 ( 0.892, 0.893) ( 0.692, 0.710) ( 0.562, 0.376) 
Set 2 Set 1 300 ( 0.891, 0.832) ( 0.697, 0.674) ( 0.443, 0.437) 
500 ( 0.941, 0.967) ( 0.704, 0.698) ( 0.406，0.378) 
"200 ( 0.892, 0.893) ( 0.696, 0.708) ( 0.551, 0.401) 
Set 2 Set 2 300 ( 0.891, 0.832) ( 0.711，0.687) ( 0.496, 0.486) 
500 ( 0.941, 0.967) ( 0.688, 0.676) ( 0.416, 0.430) 
200 ( 0.892, 0.893) ( 0.790, 0.777) ( 0.639，0.652) 
Set 2 Set 3 300 ( 0.891, 0.832) ( 0.755, 0.752) ( 0.673, 0.659) 
500 ( 0.941, 0.967) ( 0.758, 0.745) ( 0.625, 0.614) 
200 ( 0.892, 0.893) ( 0.849, 0.826) ( 0.663, 0.698) 
Set 2 Set 4 300 ( 0.891, 0.832) ( 0.796, 0.787) ( 0.686, 0.720) 
I 500 I ( 0.941, 0.967) ( 0.799, 0.806) ( 0.658, 0.682) 
OCD - Original Continuous Data 
RAM - Random Method 
IRM - Iterative Regression Method 
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^ Table 13 . . 
Mean vectors of two factor scores in analysis of 
the model with polytomous variables 
~ ~ ~ Combinations | Mean vectors of two factor scores 
Parameters ' Thresholds ' ' Sample 
True Values True Values Size OCD RAM
 I R M 
： 200 (-0.078,-0.002) (-0.028,-0.028) ( 0.051, 0.054) 
S e t l S e t l 300 ( 0.028,-0.002) (-0.019,-0.019) ( 0.026, 0.036) 
500 (-0.028,-0.140) (-0.011,-0.012) ( 0.058, 0.093) 
200 " ( - 0 . 078 , - 0 . 002 ) (-0.029,-0.029) (-0.004,-0.013) 
S e t l Set 2 300 ( 0.028,-0.002) (-0.019,-0.019) (-0.013,-0.007) 
500 (-0.028,-0.140) (-0.011,-0.012) ( 0.011,0.031) 
200 (-0.078,-0.002) (-0.028,-0.029) ( 0.076, 0.080) 
Set 1 Set 3 300 ( 0.028,-0.002) (-0.020,-0.020) ( 0.067, 0.111) 
500 (-0.028,-0.140) (-0.012,-0.012) ( 0.084, 0.093) 
200 (-0.078,-0.002) (-0.028,-0.028) ( 0.007, 0.008) 
Set 1 Set 4 300 ( 0.028,-0.002) (-0.019,-0.019) (-0.016, 0.010) 
500 (-0.028,-0.140) (-0.012,-0.012) (-0.009,-0.005) 
— - - ~ ( - 0 . 0 7 9 , - 0 . 0 4 8 ) (-0.028,-0.027) ( 0.042, 0.055) 
Set 2 Set 1 300 ( 0.026,0.003) (-0.020,-0.020) ( 0.037, 0.026) 
500 (-0.035,-0.122) (-0.011,-0.011) ( 0.067，0.096) 
— 2 0 0 (-0.079,-0.048) (-0.029,-0.029) (-0.002,-0.002) 
Set 2 Set 2 300 ( 0.026, 0.003) (-0.020,-0.019) (-0.014,-0.026) 
500 (-Q.035rQ.122) (-0.011,-0.011) ( 0.014, 0.041) 
200 (-0.079,-0.048) (-0.029,-0.030) ( 0.077,0.080) 
Set 2 Set 3 300 ( 0.026, 0.003) (-0.020,-0.019) ( 0.057, 0.070) 
500 (-0.035 r0.122) (-0.012,-0.012) ( 0.082,0.096) 
— — 200 (-0.079,-0.048) (-0.028,-0.029) ( 0.004,-0.004) 
Set 2 Set 4 300 ( 0.026, 0.003) (-0,020,-0.018) (-0.016,-0.012) 
丨 細 丨 ( - 0 . 0 3 5 , - 0 . 1 2 2 ) (-0.012,-0.012) (-0.007, 0.009) 
OCD - Original Continuous Da ta 
RAM - Random Method 
IRM - Iterative Regression Method 
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Table 14 | 
Correlations of two factor scores in analysis of 
the model with polytomous variables 
Combinations Correlations of two factor scores 
Parameters ' Thresholds' Sample 
True Values True Values Size OCD RAM IRM 
200 0454 0.325 0.421 
Set 1 Set 1 300 0.361 0.326 0.400 
500 0.436 0.343 0.366 
200 0454 0 9 T 0^92 
Set 1 Set 2 300 0.361 0.306 0.423 
500 0.436 0.328 0.389 
“ 200 0 l 5 4 0356 0.420 
Set 1 Set 3 300 0.361 0.275 0.356 
500 0.436 0.392 0.456 
0 l 5 4 0.400 0.478 | 
Set 1 Set 4 300 0.361 0.322 0.406 1 
500 0.436 0.397 0.413 ; 
200 0747 0680 0 . 7 8 6 | 
Set 2 Set 1 300 0.719 0.647 0.763 丨 
500 0.725 0.645 0.710 
200 0747 0699 0 . 7 9 1 ！ 
Set 2 Set 2 300 0.719 0.679 0.782 , 
500 0.725 0.628 0.707 
200 0?747 0.669 0 . 7 5 9 , 
Set 2 Set 3 300 0.719 0.632 0.697 
500 0.725 0.660 0.729 
200 0?74T 0.667 0 ? 7 3 9 — 
Set 2 Set 4 300 0.719 0.679 0.776 
500 0.725 0.689 0.737 
OCD - Original Continuous Data 
RAM - Random Method 
IRM — Iterative Regression Method 
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Table 15 I 
I § 
The Kolmogoroy-Smirnov (K-S) 2-tailed p-values of normality test 
for two factor scores in analysis of the model with polytomous variables 
Combinations p-values of two factor scores 
Parameters ' Thresholds' Sample 
True Values True Values Size OCD RAM
 I R M 
:
 2 0 0 " " ( 0.936, 0.630) ( 0.503, 0.366) ( 0.000, 0.000) 
Set 1 Set 1 300 ( 0.875, 0.985) ( 0.966, 0.531) ( 0.000, 0.000) 
500 f 0.888, 0.738) f 0.558, 0.523) ( 0.000, 0.000) 
" 2 0 0 ~ ~ ~ ( 0.936, 0.630) ( 0.611, 0.811) ( 0.000, 0.000) 
Set 1 Set 2 300 ( 0.875, 0.985) ( 0.747, 0.864) ( 0.000, 0.000) 
’ 500 ( 0.888，0.738) ( 0.488, 0.428) ( 0.000，0.000) 
— 2 0 0 ( 0.936，0.630) ( 0.980, 0.817) ( 0.002, 0.057) 
Set 1 Set 3 300 ( 0.875, 0.985) ( 0.483, 0.959) ( 0.000，0.002) 
500 ( 0.888，0.738) ( 0.779，0.271) ( 0.000，0.000) 
200 ( 0.936, 0.630) ( 0.987, 0.809) ( 0.066, 0.052) 
Set 1 Set 4 300 ( 0.875, 0.985) ( 0.964, 0.999) ( 0.010, 0.002) 
500 ( 0.888, 0.738) ( 0.912, 0.827) ( 0.000, 0.000) 
200 ( 0.890, 0.945) ( 0.406, 0.797) ( 0.000, 0.00UJ 
Set 2 Set 1 300 ( 0.941, 0.473) ( 0.824, 0.395) ( 0.000，0.000) 
500 ( 0.832, 0.910) ( 0.377, 0.273) ( 0.000, 0.000) 
— 200 ( 0.890, 0.945) ( 0.782, 0.730) ( 0.001, 0.000) 
Set 2 Set 2 300 ( 0.941, 0.473) ( 0.961, 0.956) ( 0.000, 0.000) 
500 ( 0.832，0.910) ( 0.440, 0.796) ( 0.000, 0.000) 
200 ( 0.890, 0.945) ( 0.949, 0.822) ( 0.027, 0.015) 
Set 2 Set 3 300 ( 0.941, 0.473) ( 0.672, 0.782) ( 0.002, 0.004) 
500 ( 0.832, 0.910) ( 0.804，0.846) ( 0.000, 0.000) 
~ 2 0 T ( 0.890, 0.945) ( 0.934, 0.900) ( 0.012, 0.148) 
Set 2 Set 4 300 ( 0.941, 0.473) ( 0.968, 0.870) ( 0.012, 0.004) 
I 500 1 ( 0.832，0.910)丨 0.901，0.988)丨 0.003, 0.000) 
OCD - Original Continuous Data 
RAM — Random Method 
IRM - Iterative Regression Method 
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Figure 29 
Scatter plots of first component factor score and second component factor score 
in analysis of the model with 4 continuous and 4 polytomous variables 
Parameters ' True Values - Set 1 II .~一 Original Simulated Data 
Thresholds' True Vcilues ^ Set 1 o - Random Method 
Sample Size - 200 
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Figure 10 
Scatter plots of first component factor score and second component factor score 
in analysis of the model with 6 continuous and 2 polytomous variables 
Parameters ' True Values - Set 1 || * — Original Continuous Data 
Thresholds' True Values - Set 1 o — Random Method 
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Figure 29 
Scatter plots of first component factor score and second component factor score 
in analysis of the model with 4 continuous and 4 polytomous variables 
Parameters ' True Values — Set 1 || * — Original Continuous Data 
Thresholds' True Values 一 Set 1 # - Iterative Regression Method 
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Figure 29 
Scatter plots of first component factor score and second component factor score 
in analysis of the model with 4 continuous and 4 polytomous variables 
Parameters ' True Values - Set 1 || . - Original Simulated Da ta 
Thresholds ' True Values 一 Set 1 o - Random Method 
Sample Size - 300 
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I ' I 
Figure 5 
Scatter plots of first component factor score and second component factor score 
in analysis of the model with 6 continuous and 2 polytomous variables 
Parameters ' True Values - Set 1 II * — Original Continuous Data 
Thresholds' True Values — Set 1 o - Random Method 
Sample Size - 300 
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Scatter plots of first component factor score and second component factor score 
in analysis of the model with 6 continuous and 2 polytomous variables 
Parameters ' True Values - Set 1 II * — Original Continuous Data 
Thresholds' True Values 一 Set 1 # - Iterative Regression Method 
Sample Size - 300 . 
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Figure 10 
Scatter plots of first component factor score and second component factor score 
in analysis of the model with 6 continuous and 2 polytomous variables 
Parameters ' True Values - Set 1 II • - Original Simulated Data 
Thresholds' True Values - Set 1 o - Random Method 
Sample Size 一 500 丨| 
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Figure 18 
Scatter plots of first component factor score and second component factor score 
in analysis of the model with 6 continuous and 2 polytomous variables 
Parameters ' True Values : S e t 1 || * — Original Continuous Data 
Thresholds' True Values - Set 1 o - Random Method 
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Figure 10 
Scatter plots of first component factor score and second component factor score 
in analysis of the model with 6 continuous and 2 polytomous variables 
Parameters ' True Values - Set 1 II * — Original Continuous Data 
Thresholds' True Values — Set 1 # - Iterative Regression Method 
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Figure 10 
Scatter plots of first component factor score and second component factor score 
in analysis of the model with 6 continuous and 2 polytomous variables 
Parameters ' True Values — Set 1 II . - Original Simulated Data 
Thresholds ' True Values - Set 4 o - Random Method 
Sample Size - 200 |j 
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Figure 10 
Scatter plots of first component factor score and second component factor score 
in analysis of the model with 6 continuous and 2 polytomous variables 
Parameters ' True Values 一 Set 1 II * — Original Continuous Data 
Thresholds' True Values — Set 4 o - Random Method 
Sample Size - 200 
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I:璧 ？：、 Figure 12 . I 
Scatter plots of first component factor score and second component factor score 
in analysis of the model with 6 continuous and 2 polytomous variables 
Parameters ' True Values — Set 1 II *"""— Original Continuous Data 
Thresholds' True Values 一 Set 4 # 一 Iterative Regression Method 
Sample Size — 200 
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Figure 10 
Scatter plots of first component factor score and second component factor score 
in analysis of the model with 6 continuous and 2 polytomous variables 
Parameters ' True Values 一 Set 1 II •""- Original Simulated Data 
Thresholds' True Values - Set 4 o - Random Method 
Sample Size - 300 | . 
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Figure 29 
Scatter plots of first component factor score and second component factor score 
in analysis of the model with 4 continuous and 4 polytomous variables 
Parameters ' True Values - Set 1 || * — Original Continuous Data 
Thresholds' True Values - Set 4 o - Random Method 
Sample Size —  300 丨  ； 
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Figure 15 
Scatter plots of first component factor score and second component factor score 
in analysis of the model with 6 continuous and 2 polytomous variables 
Parameters ' True Values - Set 1 || * - Original Continuous Data 
Thresholds' True Values — Set 4 # - Iterative Regression Method 
Sample Size - 300 
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Figure 16 
Scatter plots of first component factor score and second component factor score 
in analysis of the model with 6 continuous and 2 polytomous variables 
Parameters ' True Values 一 Set 1 II • — Original Simulated Data 
Thresholds ' True Values — Set 4 o - Random Method 
Sample Size - 500 
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Figure 17 
Scatter plots of first component factor score and second component factor score 
in analysis of the model with 6 continuous and 2 polytomous variables 
Parameters ' True Values - Set 1 II * - Original Continuous Data 
Thresholds' True Values - Set 4 o — Random Method 
Sample Size - 500 • 
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Figure 18 
Scatter plots of first component factor score and second component factor score 
in analysis of the model with 6 continuous and 2 polytomous variables 
Parameters ' True Values ^ Set 1 II 女 ~ - Original Continuous Data 
Thresholds' True Values - Set. 4 # - Iterative Regression Method 
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Figure 29 
Scatter plots of first component factor score and second component factor score 
in analysis of the model with 4 continuous and 4 polytomous variables 
Parameters ' True Values - Set 1 II • ~ - Original Simulated Data 
Thresholds' True Values - Set 1 o - Random Method 
Sample Size - 200 ； 
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Figure 29 
Scatter plots of first component factor score and second component factor score 
in analysis of the model with 4 continuous and 4 polytomous variables 
Parameters ' True Values - Set 1 II * - Original Continuous Data 
Thresholds' True Values - Set 1 o - Random Method 
Sample Size — 200 
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Figure 10 
Scatter plots of first component factor score and second component factor score 
in analysis of the model with 6 continuous and 2 polytomous variables 
Parameters ' True Values — Set 1 II * - Original Continuous Data 
Thresholds' True Values - Set. 1 # - Iterative Regression Method 
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Figure 22 
Scatter plots of first component factor score and second component factor score 
in analysis of the model with 4 continuous and 4 polytomous variables 
Parameters ' True Values - Set 1 II • ~ - Original Simulated Data 
Thresholds' True Values - Set 1 o - Random Method 
Sample Size - 300 
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Figure 29 
Scatter plots of first component factor score and second component factor score 
in analysis of the model with 4 continuous and 4 polytomous variables 
Parameters ' True Values - Set 1 II * — Original Continuous Data 
Thresholds' True Values — Set 1 o - Random Method 
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Figure 10 
Scatter plots of first component factor score and second component factor score 
in analysis of the model with 6 continuous and 2 polytomous variables 
Parameters ' True Values — Set 1 II * - Original Continuous Data 
Thresholds' True Values - Set. 1 # — Iterative Regression Method 
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Figure 25 
Scatter plots of first component factor score and second component factor score 
in analysis of the model with 4 continuous and 4 polytomous variables 
Parameters ' True Values - Set 1 II • ~ — Original Simulated Data 
Thresholds' True Values - Set 1 o - Random Method 
Sample Size - 500 . 
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Figure 10 
Scatter plots of first component factor score and s e c o n d component factor score 
in analysis of the model with 6 continuous and 2 polytomous variables 
I； Parameters ' True Values - Set 1 || * - Original Continuous Data 
Thresholds' True Values - Set 1 o - Random Method 
Sample Size - 500 ^ 
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Figure 10 
Scatter plots of first component factor score and second component factor score 
in analysis of the model with 6 continuous and 2 polytomous variables 
Parameters ' True Values - Set 1 II * - Original Continuous Data 
Thresholds' True Values - Set. 1 # - Iterative Regression Method 
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Figure 10 
Scatter plots of first component factor score and second component factor score 
in analysis of the model with 6 continuous and 2 polytomous variables 
Parameters ' True Values - Set 1 II • - Original Simulated Data 
Thresholds' True Values — Set 4 o - Random Method 
Sample Size - 200 
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Figure 29 
Scatter plots of first component factor score and second component factor score 
in analysis of the model with 4 continuous and 4 polytomous variables 
Parameters ' True Values — Set 1 || * — Original Continuous Data 
Thresholds' True Values - Set 4 o - Random Method 
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Figure 30 
Scatter plots of first component factor score and second component factor score 
in analysis of the model with 4 continuous and 4 polytomous variables 
Parameters ' True Values — Set 1 II * - Original Continuous Data 
Thresholds' True Values - Set. 4 # - Iterative Regression Method 
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Figure 10 
Scatter plots of first component factor score and second component factor score 
in analysis of the model with 6 continuous and 2 polytomous variables 
Parameters' True Values — Set 1 II •— Original Simulated Data 
Thresholds' True Values - Set 4 o - Random Method 
Sample Size - 300 
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Figure 10 
Scatter plots of first component factor score and second component factor score 
in analysis of the model with 6 continuous and 2 polytomous variables 
Parameters ' True Values - Set 1 II * ~ - Original Continuous Data 
Thresholds' True Values - Set 4 o - Random Method 
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Figure 10 
Scatter plots of first component factor score and second component factor score 
in analysis of the model with 6 continuous and 2 polytomous variables 
Parameters ' True Values — Set 1 || * 一 Original Continuous Data 
Thresholds' True Values - Set 4 # — Iterative Regression Method 
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Figure 34 
Scatter plots of first component factor score and second component factor score 
in analysis of the model with 4 continuous and 4 polytomous variables 
Parameters ' True Values - Set 1 II .~一 Original Simulated Data 
Thresholds' True Values - Set 4 o - Random Method 
Sample Size 一 500 
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Scatter plots of first component factor score and second component f a c t o r score 
in analysis of the model with 6 continuous and 2 polytomous variables 
Parameters ' True Values - Set 1 II * - Original Continuous Data 
Thresholds' True Values — Set 4 # — Iterative Regression Method 
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Figure 37 
Scatter plots of first component factor score and second component factor score 
in analysis of the model with polytomous variables 
Parameters ' True Values — Set 2 II • ~ ~ - Original Simulated Data 
Thresholds' True Values - Set 1 o — Random Method 
Sample Size - 200 . 
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Figure 38 
Scatter plots of first component factor score and second component factor score 
in analysis of the model with polytomous variables 
Parameters ' True Values 一 Set 2 II * - Original Continuous Data 
Thresholds' True Values — Set 1 o - Random Method 
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Figure 29 
Scatter plots of first component factor score and second component factor score 
in analysis of the model with 4 continuous and 4 polytomous variables 
Parameters ' True Values - Set 2 II * ~ _ Original Continuous Data 
Thresholds' True Values — Set 1 # - Iterative Regression Method 
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Figure 40 
Scatter plots of first component factor score and second component factor score 
in analysis of the model with polytomous variables 
Parameters ' True Values 一 Set 2 II • ~~~- Original Simulated Data 
Thresholds' True Values - Set 1 o - Random Method 
Sample Size - 300 
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Figure 29 
Scatter plots of first component factor score and second component factor score 
in analysis of the model with 4 continuous and 4 polytomous variables 
Parameters ' True Values - Set 2 II * — O r i g i n a l Continuous Data 
Thresholds' True Values — Set 1 o - Random Method 
Sample Size - 300 
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Figure 10 
Scatter plots of first component factor score and second component factor score 
in analysis of the model with 6 continuous and 2 polytomous variables 
Parameters ' True Values — Set 2 II * - Original Continuous Data — 
Thresholds' True Values - Set 1 # — Iterative Regression Method 
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Figure 43 
Scatter plots of first component factor score and second component factor score 
in analysis of the model with polytomous variables 
Parameters ' True Values - Set 2 II • — Original Simulated Data 
Thresholds' True Values - Set 1 o - Random Method 
Sample Size ” 500 
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Figure 10 
Scatter plots of first component factor score and second component factor score 
in analysis of the model with 6 continuous and 2 polytomous variables 
Parameters ' True Values - Set 2 II ^ — Original Continuous Data 
Thresholds' True Values - Set 1 o - Random Method 
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Figure 10 
Scatter plots of first component factor score and second component factor score 
in analysis of the model with 6 continuous and 2 polytomous variables 
Parameters ' True Values - Set 2 II • — Original Continuous Data 
Thresholds' True Values — Set 1 # 一 Iterative Regression Method 
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Figure 10 
Scatter plots of first component factor score and second component factor score 
in analysis of the model with 6 continuous and 2 polytomous variables 
. Parameters ' True Values — Set 2 II • ~~~一 Original Simulated Data 
Thresholds ' True Values - Set 4 o — Random Method 
Sample Size - 200 
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Figure 10 
Scatter plots of first component factor score and second component factor score 
in analysis of the model with 6 continuous and 2 polytomous variables 
Parameters ' True Values - Set 2 II • - Original Continuous Data 
Thresholds' True Values 一 Set 4 o - Random Method 
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Figure 29 
Scatter plots of first component factor score and second component factor score 
in analysis of the model with 4 continuous and 4 polytomous variables 
Parameters ' True Values - Set 2 II * — Original Continuous Data 
Thresholds' True Values - Set 4 # — Iterative Regression Method 
Sample Size - 200 
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Figure 49 
Scatter plots of first component factor score and second component factor score 
in analysis of the model with polytomous variables 
Parameters ' True Values — Set 2 II • - Original Simulated Data 
Thresholds' True Values 一 Set 4 o - Random Method 
Sample Size - 300 
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Figure 29 
Scatter plots of first component factor score and second component factor score 
in analysis of the model with 4 continuous and 4 polytomous variables 
Parameters ' True Values — Set 2 || * - Original Continuous Data 
Thresholds' True Values — Set 4 o - Random Method 
Sample Size - 300 ^ 
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Figure 10 
Scatter plots of first component factor score and second component factor score 
in analysis of the model with 6 continuous and 2 polytomous variables 
Parameters ' True Values - Set 2 II * — Original Continuous Data 
Thresholds' True Values - Set 4 # - Iterative Regression Method 
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Figure 52 
Scatter plots of first component factor score and second component factor score 
m analysis of the model with polytomous variables 
Parameters ' True Values - Set 2 II • - Original Simulated Data 
Thresholds' True Values - Set 4 o - Random Method 
Sample Size - 500 . • 
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Figure 53 
Scatter plots of first component factor score and second component factor score 
in analysis of the mo del with polytomous variables 
Parameters ' True Values - Set 2 || * - Original Continuous Data 
Thresholds' True Values - Set 4 o - Random Method 
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Figure 29 
Scatter plots of first component factor score and second component factor score 
in analysis of the model with 4 continuous and 4 polytomous variables 
Parameters，True Values - Set 2 II * — Original Continuous Data 
Thresholds' True Values - Set 4 # - Iterative Regression Method 
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